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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is semi-expository; except for the existence of a natural metric 
(Theorem I in Section 12) most other results are either in the literature or 
may be considered folk-theorems. Since the subject is important and no full 
exposition can be found in the literature we decided to prove every result 
for which we know no good reference. The authors want to thank 
D. Sullivan for suggesting a simplification of a proof. 
The name Fricke space for the object defined in Section 1 seems justified 
since the same object occurs in Fricke and Klein [FK], where it is defined 
in terms of Fuchsian groups. Fricke was primarily after a proof of the 
uniformization theorem (by the continuity method). Today, there are easier 
ways to reach this goal, but Fricke spaces are of interest in their own right. 
In particular, they have applications in the theory of spaces of Riemann 
surfaces with nodes; these will be discussed in a forthcoming paper by one 
of the authors. 
The main results of this paper are formulated as Theorems I, II, III, and 
IV in Sections 12, 13, 14, and 15. 
Conventions. Throughout this paper all surfaces are assumed to be 
oriented and all homeomorphisms between surfaces are assumed to be 
orientation preserving. On the other hand, closed curves on surfaces are, in 
general, assumed not to have a direction. Two closed curves on a surfaces 
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are called freely homotopic if they become so after being given proper 
orientation. 
By a Fuchsian group we mean, in this paper, a discrete subgroup of 
PSL(2, [w), acting on the upper half-plane 4Y as a group of non-Euclidean 
motions. 
1. FRICKE SPACES AND FRICKE MODULAR GROUPS 
In what follows p and n are fixed non-negative integers, and the numbers 
a and d are defined by 
a=2p-2+n, d=3p-3+n. (1.1) 
We always assume that 
so that d 3 0. 
a > 0, (1.2) 
Throughout the paper A’ denotes a topological (oriented) surface of 
topological type (p, n), i.e., a surface homeomorphic to one obtained by 
removing n distinct points from a closed surface of genus p. We shall be 
concerned with (orientation preserving) homeomorphisms f of A’ onto 
Riemann surfaces. Two such homeomorphisms, f, : X + S, and fi : X + S, 
will be called equivalent if there is a conformal map h of S, onto S, such 
that the map 
is homotopic (or, which is here the same, isotopic) to the identity. The 
equivalence class of a map f: X+ f(X) will be denoted by [f 1. The set of 
all such equivalence classes is the Fricke space 9(X) of X. We proceed to 
topologize this space. 
Condition (1.2) insures that a Riemann surface S of topological type 
(p, n) carries a Poincare metric (unique complete Riemannian metric of 
Gaussian curvature (- 1) consistent with the conformal structure of S). If 
C is a closed (non-oriented) curve on S we denote by I,(C) the intimum of 
the Poincare lengths of all closed curves on S freely homotopic to C. This 
number depends only on the free homotopy class of C; if it is positive, then 
it is the length of the unique closed (Poincare) geodesic freely homotopic 
to c. 
Now let C be a closed curve on X. One sees easily that the number 
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depends only on the equivalence class [.f‘] of ,f and on the free homotopy 
class of C. We write 
l,,,(C) = I,,.,-,(.fKN. (1.3) 
For a fixed C, I,,,(C) is a function from 9(X) to the set Iw + u {Oj of 
non-negative reals. We give to .9(X) the uleakest ropology which makes all 
these functions continuous. 
Now let Y be another surface of type (p, n). Every homeomorphism w of 
X onto Y induces a bijection tr)*, called an allo~~ahle mapping, of ,3(X) 
onto 3( Y); it is defined by 
(O*( [f]) = [.fc 01 ‘1. 
One verifies easily that this definition is legitimate, that co* depends only 
on the homotopy class of w, that id, = id, and that (0’ Jo)* = (w’), .JQ* 
(where w’ is a homeomorphism of Y on some surface Z). Also, every 
ullor~12hle mapping o* i.~ a homeomorphism of 9(X) onto :9(04X)). 
The allowable self-mappings of 3(X) form a group which we call the 
Frirke modular group of X and denote by 9. J(X). An allowable mapping 
(0 of 9(X) onto 9(Y) conjugates 9. .4(X) onto SC II( Y). 
(Two points, [f,] and [.f?], of 9(X) are equivalent under the Fricke 
modular group if and only if the Riemann surfaces,f,(X) andf,(X) are con- 
formally equivalent.) 
The above considerations show that the Fricke space 4(X) and the 
Fricke modular group ,9. N(X) actually depend only on the integers p, H. 
Therefore we denote them by c%,.,l and yc/2,,,, whenever convenient. 
2. A LEMMA ON ABSOLUTE TRACES 
Throughout this paper we consider the upper half-plane Jk = [y > 0] as 
endowed with the Poincartt metric Lzs = y ~’ I&[, z = x + iy, i.e., as the non- 
Euclidean plane, and PSL(2, [w) as the group of conformal self-mapping of 
+Y, i.e., of non-Euclidean motions. The absolute trace, ltrace gl, of a real 
Miibius transformation go PSL(2, iw) is the absolute value of the trace of a 
real unimodular 2 x 2 matrix representing g. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let g, und g2 be two hyperbolic real Miihius trun.$ormutions 
sztch that the axis of g, intersects that qf g, ,frorn kft to right. Let g3 he u 
any reul Miihius transformation. There are finite!,1 muny bvords in g , , g, , g3, 
und three real Miihius trunsformutions h, , h, , h, which ure continuous 
,fitnctions qf the absolute traces qf these words, such that 
g,,=H ,/1,./d ’ 
with 0 E PSL(2, R). 
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[f g, and g2 are normalized so that the repelling and attracting fixed points 
of g, are 0 and 00, those of g, are a negative number and 1, then e = id. 
This is a slight extension of a result by Teichmiiller [T] and certainly 
not new (cf. Keen [K] and Wolpert [WI). A proof follows. 
The condition on g, and gZ means precisely that the normalization 
described in the lemma can be accomplished by a conjugation in 
PSL(2, R); we assume this has been done. Then g, and gZ can be represen- 
ted by matrices 
(2.1) 
and 
B= a ’ 
( ) y 6’ 
cc, 8, y, 6>0, (x6-&=1, cr+p=y+G. (2.2) 
Now E’ can be computed from the relation A+ 1. ’ = /trace g, 1 and c1 and 6 
from the relations c(+6= ltrace g?l, Acr+Z’6= ltrace (AB)I. A simple 
calculation yields that 2/I = 6 - c1+ u, 2y = cx - 6 + 0, r~ = Jm. 
Next, let g, be represented by the matrix 
ad-bc= 1, a+d>O. 
To find C we note the identity 
(traceP)(traceQ)=trace(PQ)+trace(P-’Q) 
valid for any two 2 x 2 unimodular matrices. If trace P # 0 and trace Q # 0, 
this identity permits us to compute trace (PQ) and trace (P ‘Q) as a con- 
tinuous function of trace P, trace Q, ltrace PQl, and ltrace P-‘Ql. 
If trace C# 0 we can (noting that trace AB#O) compute trace AC, trace 
BC, and trace ABC as continuous functions of the traces of A, B, C (which 
are already known) and of the absolute traces of AC, A -‘C, BC, BP’C, 
ABC, and By- ‘A-‘C. 
Now we compute the numbers a and d from the relations 
a+d=traceC. la+I-‘d=trace AC 
and then the numbers b and c from the relations 
flc + yb = trace (BC) = era - 6d, 
@c + ,? ~ ’ yb = trace (ABC) = iota - 1 ’ 6d. 
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If trace C= 0 but trace (AC) # 0 (or trace (BC) # 0) we compute as 
before AC or BC and obtain C. 
If, finally, trace C = trace (AC) = trace (BC) = 0, then an easy calculation 
shows that 
Actually the case trace C= 0 is included only for the sake of completeness; 
it is not needed in what follows. 
3. FRICKE SPACES AND FUCHSIAN GROUPS 
In this section we construct a homeomorphism of $,, =9(X) into R”, 
for N sufficiently large; this will imply that Sp,,1 is a Hausdorff space and 
will have other consequences. 
Before constructing the mapping we recall some properties of a (torsion 
free) Fuchsian group r (operating on o&). Let S = “/jr. There is a carzonical 
h~jectiun between free homotopy classes of closed curves C on S and con- 
jugacy classes, in f, of (not ordered) pairs (y, 7 ‘), 3’ E f. This bijection is 
defined as follows. Given 1’ E f, let [ be any point in +” and ?’ any curve in 
41 joining [ and r(c). The canonical projection ,121~ S takes e into a closed 
curve C. Conversely, given a closed curve C on S, let 5; be any lift of C to 
4/, via the canonical projection JI/ -+ S, and let y E f identify the endpoints 
of C. The free homotopy class of C depends only on the conjugacy class of 
the pair (7, ; ’ ) and vice versa. Permitting ourselves a slight abuse of 
language we shall say that ;J and C correspond to each other. 
To every pair (y, 1 ’ ), y E r, there corresponds a unique closed geodesic 
C on S, and vice versa. It is known, and easy to see, that the absolute trace 
/r1 of 7 and the length 1 of C are connected by the relation 
co&~, 
2 2 
The construction of the desired mapping will depend on several choices, 
the most important being the choice of a conformal structure for X. 
Remark. Choosing a conformal structure for X amounts to choosing a 
point in 9(X). Indeed, pick a point [,fO] in <F(X) and choose some 
representative, sayf”, of [Jb]. Now give X the unique conformal structure 
which makes the map f0 conformal. Every [,f] in 9(X) can be written as 
[,ffa,f’,, ’ r>,f”] and the equivalence class of the map 
./‘C’ f‘,, ‘: .f;(W -f(X) 
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depends only on [,f’], and vice versa. Furthermore, the map [.f’] H 
[,f ,f,, ‘1 is a homeomorphism of Y(X) onto S(f(X,)). 
Once X is given a conformal structure, we choose a Fuchsian group G 
such that X can be identified with ‘a/G. In view of condition (1.2), G may 
be chosen so that it contains two hyperbolic elements g, and g, represented 
by matrices of the form (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Let f be a 
homeomorphism of X onto a Riemann surface. Since there is a 
holomorphic universal covering of f’(X) by o&, determined but for a 
premultiplication by an element of PSL(2, [w), and since any 
homeomorphism ,f’ between Riemann surfaces can be lifted to a 
homeomorphism 7 between their universal covering surfaces, there is a 
commutative diagram 
where the vertical arrows represent holomorphic universal coverings with 
covering groups G and yC$ ‘. Also, there is an isomorphism 
The map.7 need not extend by continuity to @ = Iw u {‘CC }, as it would if 
f’and therefo re. were quasiconformal; neither must x,(g) be hyperbolic or 7 
parabolic if g E G is. 
LEMMA 3.1. In the situation described ahotje the Miihius transformations 
x, (g , ) and s,(gJ are hyperbolic, M’ith four distinct ,fi.ued points, and the 
repelling ,fi.ved point of’ .Y, (g,), the repelling ,fised point of x,(g, ). the 
attracting ,fixed point of x1( g2), and the attracting ,fi.ued point qf’ .Y,( g, ) 
follow euch other in this order. 
Prooj: Let CL, and CI~ be the y-images of the axes of g, and g,, respec- 
tively. Then X, (g,,) stabilizes CC,,, v = 1, 2. Each curve LY,, must have two not 
necessarily distinct endpoints on [w u (CC ), namely, the fixed points of 
.x,( g,,). If one of the Miibius transformations x,(g,)? v = 1, 2, were 
parabolic, x,( gl) and .u,(gz) would have had a fixed point in common and 
would either commute (if both were parabolic) or generate a non-discrete 
group (if precisely one were). Neither can happen. 
The statement about the relative position of the fixed points follows from 
the observation that if we assign to a,, the direction by which it is moved by 
s,(g,,), then a? intersects a, from left to right. 
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In view of Lemma 3.1, one may require that .K,( gr ) have the attracting 
fixed point cc and the repelling fixed point 0, and that the attracting fixed 
point of I, be at 1 and the repelling one at a negative real number. 
This can be achieved by replacing, if need be, f by y of (where 1’ is the 
unique real Mobius transformation which puts the fixed points of xf(g,) 
and .y, (g, ) in the desired position ), G by INI+; ‘, and f by h c f (where h is a 
conformal map defined by the commutativity of the right square in the 
diagram (3.3)): 
Of course, f and h of belong to the same equivalence class [,f]. 
On the other hand, if IJ is a homeomorphism of J/~/G onto itself which is 
homotopic to the identity, then there is a homeomorphism 3 of 9 onto 
itself commuting with every g in G and such that the diagram 
commutes. This square can be attached to the left side of diagram (3.3) and 
this shows that the isomorphism .xh , depends only on the equivalence 
class [.f]. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X = J&/G where G is u (torsion free) Fuchsian 
group containing two hyperbolic elements y  , , ;I 1 with repelling ,fi.ued points 0 
and q < 0 and attracting fixed points cr3 and 1. For every [,f] in 9(X) there 
e.uists a canonical isomorphism 
xc,,: G + PSL(2, R) 
such that (i) the repelling (attracting) fixed points of xrr,(g,) and xCr,( g2) 
are at 0 and at q’<O (at CC and at 1) and (ii) xc/,(G) is a Fuchsian group 
and xc,, is induced by a lif to J& of a homeomorphism qf X = J&/G onto 
,f(X)=‘IliIxC,,(G) which belongs to [f]. 
Proqf: Using the notation introduced above set .Y~,., = .Y~ ,. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Under the hypothesis of Proposition 3.1 there is a finite 
set of elements (g,, g,,..., g,,,) in G such that the map 
VI- (Itracex-c,l(g,)I,..., Itrace.~r,I(gN)l) 
is a homeomorphism of 9(X) into Ry. 
(3.4) 
Proof There are finitely many elements g3,..., g,, of G such that 
(g, ,..., g,,) is a set of generators for this group, and, by Lemma 2.1, there 
are finitely many elements g,,, ,,..., g, of G such that g ,,..., g, are con- 
tinuous functions of the absolute traces of g, ,..., g,. Clearly, the elements 
“[,,k,L *‘ir,,(g,) (3.5) 
generate x,,,(G) and, as one convinces oneself by reviewing the proof of 
Lemma 2.1, depend continuously on the numbers 
Itrace xcll(g,)l,...3 Itrace xcl.&gNY)l. (3.6) 
Knowing the numbers (3.6) we know the isomorphism xc,, and 
therefore, by a known topological theorem (cf., for instance, the reasoning 
in [Bl, pp. 98%loo]), the homotopy class of ,f which determines the 
equivalence class [,f]. Hence (3.4) is an injection. 
The map (3.4) is continuous since, for j = I ,..., N, 
ltrace xr,,(g,)I =2 cash in,,, 
where C, is a closed curve on A’ corresponding to gj (cf. relation (3.1)). The 
number lr, ,( Ci) is a continuous function of [f] E 9(X) by the definition 
of the topology of 5(X). 
The map inverse to (3.4) is also continuous since, for every closed curve 
C on X corresponding to an element g in G, the number 
depends continuously on the Mobius transformations (3.5) since xr, ,( g) is 
a word in (3.5). On the other hand, the generators (3.5) depend con- 
tinuously on the N numbers (3.6) by construction. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. There is a finite set of closed curves C, ,..., C, on X 
such that the map 
Cf 1 H (I,,-,(C,L ~[,,(CN)J (3.6) 
is a homeomorphism of F(X) into (R, u (0))“‘. 
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ProojI Without loss of generality we may assume the hypothesis of 
Proposition 3.1. For j = l,..., N let C, be a closed curve on X which 
corresponds to the element g, (in G) of Proposition 3.2. Note relation (3.1) 
and apply that proposition. 
Remark. By the method used in [FLP, pp. 131l137] this proposition 
can be improved in two ways. The curves C,,..., C,. may be taken to be 
simple closed curves. Moreover, the element [,f’] in F(X) is determined 
uniquely by the projective class of the vector 
U,,,(C, L I,,,(C,z)). 
However, we will not need either of these results in what follows. 
4. PUNCTURES, HOLES, AND COLLARS 
In this section we recall some known facts about Riemann surfaces. 
Throughout this section [.f‘] E .S( X) and ,f(X) = ‘a/G = S where G is a 
Fuchsian group. 
A Jordan curve C on X defines an end B of X if rr\C has two com- 
ponents precisely one of which is doubly connected. If so, ,f(C) defines an 
endS( B) off(X). If the Jordan curve C’ is freely homotopic to C, C’ and C 
define the same end, and vice versa. 
Let C be as above. The radius of the end ,f( B) is the number 
(4.1 ) 
and ,f‘( B) is called a hole or a purzcture according to whether r > 0 or r = 0. 
Every hole on f(X) is defined by a unique geodesic Jordan curve C,, (of 
length 2nr), we call C,, an outer loop belonging to the end, and we call the 
doubly connected component of the complement S\C,, the funnel adjacent 
to C,,. (The other component has topological type (p, n). 1 Two distinct 
outer loops (or two distinct funnels) are disjoint. The complement in S of 
all funnels is called the Nielsen core of S and will be denoted by K(S). The 
set K(S) is convex (in the Poincare metric on S); it is compact if and only if 
S has no punctures. 
The above statements are best understood (and can be proved) by con- 
sidering the limit set ,4 of G, i.e., the set of accumulation points of orbits 
(g(z) i, ,- fixed, ge G. This set either coincides with @ = [w u (~a ) or is a 
closed, nowhere dense subset of R. (By assumption (1.2) the set A is 
infinite.) The first case happens if and only if S has no holes. In the second 
case, let I be a component of @\A. Then I is an open interval and the 
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stabilizer G, of I in G is a cyclic group I-, generated by a hyperbolic y E G 
which fixes the endpoints of I. Let 0, denote the subdomain of 4? bounded 
by I and the axis CI, of y, i.e., the Poincart line in 9 with the same 
endpoints as I. The canonical projection 71: d%! H S= d@/G maps c(, onto an 
outer loop and 0, onto the funnel adjacent to this loop. All funnels are 
obtained this way, and 
n '(K(S))=@\CO, 
where Z denotes, here and hereafter, disjoint union, and I runs over the 
components of fi\/1. 
A funnel F adjacent to an outer loop of length 1, together with the 
restriction to F of the Poincare metric on S, is uniquely determined by the 
number 1. Indeed, Cu F is isometric to the quotient of the subdomain 0 < 
arg ; < 42 of 4Y by the group generated by z H e’:. 
It is not difficult to verify (cf, [B3]) that every Riemann surface S of 
topological type (p, n). 2p-2 + 2n > 0, is the Nielsen core of a uniquely 
determined Riemann surface S’; S’ has the same type as S and the same 
number of punctures. We call S’ the Nielsen extension of S and denote it by 
N(S). If S has no holes, K(S) = N(S) = S. 
The punctures of S are in a canonical bijection with conjugacy classes 
(in G) of maximal parabolic subgroups of G. More precisely, let y be a 
generator of such a subgroup r;, and let Q, be the fixed point of y. Then 
the puncture on S corresponding to the subgroup rY can be defined by 
rt( C,) where C, is a suitably chosen horocycle at Q;, i.e., a circle tangent to 
iw at Q,. and lying, except for the point Q,, in %. (If Q, = cc, the circle is to 
be interpreted as a horizontal line.) If 7’ is the map I t+ I’ + 1, as can always 
be achieved by conjugation, every “circle” Im : = ?‘O > 1 is suitable. This 
result is due to Shimizu [S] and to Leutbecher [IL] and is a special case of 
an important proposition which we are about to state. First some 
definitions. 
A (non-oriented) geodesic Jordan curve on S will be called a loop, an 
inner loop if it is not outer, i.e., if it does not define a hole. Let C be a loop 
(inner or outer) and E a positive number. An &-collur ubour a loop C is a 
doubly connected subdomain of S, of area 2.5 (sic), bounded by two distinct 
Jordan curves C’ and C” which have the same constant distance from C. 
If C has length 1 and is the image under 7~ of the positive imaginary axis 
(which can be achieved by a conjugation), then an e-collar about C, if it 
exists, is the image under 7~ of the sector 17c/2 - arg ~1 < 0 < 742 where 
0 = arc tan(e/l). 
The length m of the Jordan curves C’ and C” (the images under 71 of the 
rays arg z = *0) is given by 
m = licos 0, 
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so that 
m2 = I’ + 2, (4.2 1 
and the distance 6 from C’ (or C”) to C is 
1 + sin 0 
6=logcose 
so that 
6 = lOg( dm + E/l). (4.3) 
The formulas (4.2) and (4.3) are, of course, valid independently of the nor- 
malization, i.e., of the condition that rr ‘(C) be the positive imaginary axis. 
For future reference we note that for E, > e2 > 0 the distance between the 
boundaries of the El-collar and the E,-collar about C (if both exist) is given 
by 
(4.4 1 
as follows at once from (4.3). 
An E-collar about a puncture on S is a doubly connected domain in S, of 
area E (sic), bounded by the puncture and by a horocycle (i.e., a Jordan 
curve C orthogonal to the pencil of geodesics leading toward the puncture). 
If the puncture is defined by the n-image of the line Im z = ~9” > 0 and the 
corresponding maximal parabolic subgroup of G is generated by z H z + 1 
(both conditions can be achieved by a conjugation), then the s-collar about 
the puncture, if it exists, is the n-image of the half-plane Im z > l/~. We 
conclude that the horocycle bounding the E-collar has length E, and that for 
c, > c2 > 0 the distance between an El-collar and an El-collar about the 
same puncture is 
s i., ,s.: = l‘%(E, /Ez 1. 
Thus formula (4.4) remains valid for I= 0 and 6 = nj. 
(4.5 1 
PROPOSITION 4.1 (Collar Lemma). About eoery loop of length I and 
&out eoery puncture (of length I = 0, b?? definition) on a Riemann surface S 
of type (p, n) there is an E-collar, for eL)ery E with 
O<i:+sch; (4.6) 
(where 0 csch 0 = 1). 
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TM~O such collurs, about two distinct loops or about tn’o distinct punctures, 
or about a loop and a puncture, do not intersect. 
The existence of collars has been proved by Keen for small I and by 
Halpern [H] for all I: the sharp condition (4.6) is due to Matelski [Ma] 
(cf. also Buser [Bu]). 
5. DE RHAM'S LEMMA 
In the following sections we shall have to recognize a non-Euclidean 
polygon in J/J as the fundamental polygon of a Fuchsian group. The 
relevant theorem goes back to Poincark; correct proof will be found, for 
instance, in [Si, M, D] (the literature contains some incorrect ones). 
Actually we need a weaker form of Poincartt’s theorem which occurs in de 
Rham’s elegant argument. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 (de Rham’s Lemma). Hypothesis: DC ?zY is a Jordun 
domain whose boundary aD consists of 2r Jordan arcs a,, fl, ,..., c(,, fi, lying 
in ?I/ (r > 1 ), s subarcs of @ = iw u { CCI ) (s >, 0), and sf their endpoints. Each 
c(, is either u non-Euclidean segment, or a non-Euclidean ray or a non- 
Euclidean line. There are given r elements g, ,..., g, of‘ PSL(2, Iw) such that 
g,(a,) = /.I,. The space S obtained from D u (aD n ‘4/) by identifiling points of 
c(, (including the endpoints of z, which lie in J&) with their images under g, 
(,j= I,..., s) is an orientahle C,,, surface carrying a complete Riemann metric 
ds of Gausian curvature (- 1); the restriction of this metric to D c S coin- 
cides MYth the PoincarP metric (Im Z) ‘Idol. 
Conclusion: The group G generated by g, ,.... g, is discrete (and thus acts 
property discontinuously on ‘4’) and torsion jiee, the quotient @/G is 
isometric to S, and D is a ,fundamental polevgon jOr G in 4! (i.e., 
g(D)nD=(2(forid#gEGandeach=E”~belongstog(Du(dDn”U))for 
Sowe g E G). 
For the convenience of the reader we present a proof. 
There is a universal isometric covering 71: J?‘/ + S, since ds lifts to a com- 
plete Riemannian metric with Gaussian curvature ( - 1) on the (simply 
connected) universal covering surface S. Let TC PSL(2, [w) be the covering 
group of 71. It is clear that every component d of 7~ ‘(D) is a fundamental 
domain for f in 8’2. We fix a d and note that 7~ 1 A is an isometry of A onto 
D, i.e., the restriction of an element c E PSL(2, [w) to A. Replacing if need 
be 7~ by n ‘-10 ’ we may and do assume that x(D) = D and ~1 D = id. 
We must show that 
G = I-. (5.1) 
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Let z, be an (inner) point of C(~. There must be an element 2 E f such that 
for < E a, and close to z,, we have S(i) = gi(i). This implies that 2 = g, and 
g, E r. Since this holds for j = l,..., r we conclude that G c r. 
Next gi(D) is a fundamental polygon for f adjacent to D, with g,(E,) = fi, 
being a common side of D and g,(D). Similarly g, ‘(D) is a fundamental 
polygon for I’ with IX, being a common side of D and g, l(D). Since a point 
in every fundamental domain g(D), SE I-, can be joined to a point in D by 
a curve in 41 which avoids all points r-equivalent to endpoints of c(, ,..., r,., 
we conclude that for every g E r there is a g E G with d(D) = g(D). The last 
equation implies that gc> g- ’ = id. Thus Tc G and (5.1) holds. 
Renzarks. (1) This proof does root depend on the uniformization 
theorem and can be used to establish this theorem by the classical con- 
tinuity method or by the method of quasiconformal mappings (cf. [B2] ). 
(2) Statement and proof of the lemma can be extended to infinitely 
generated Fuchsian grouups and groups with torsion. There is no need to 
do it here. 
6. TRIPLY CONNECTED DOMAINS 
In this section (and in this section only) S denotes a Riemann surface of 
topological type (0, 3) and 4 the number of punctures of S. 
LEMMA 6.1. (a) S is cot$wtnull~~ equioalerlr to its mirror imuge. 
(b ) There is (I cmonical at~ticot~firrnml inoolutiotz J ot1 S which ,fi.ue.s 
the twts of s. 
Proof: We consider only the case q = 0 (the cases q = 1, 2, 3 are similar 
but simpler). Assume (since this can be achieved by a conformal map) that 
S is a plane domain bounded by the circles I,-/ = r < 1 and /:I = R > 1 and 
by an arc of the unit circle which is symmetric about the imaginary axis. 
The maps z +-+ E and I H --, take S into the mirror image of S. The desired 
involution J is ,I H -2. The uniqueness of J is trivial. 
From now on we assume (since this can be achieved by a conformal 
map) that SC @ and that each of the three boundary components of S is 
either a point or an analytic Jordan curve. We order the boundary com- 
ponents (which are the ends of S) and denote them by B,, BZ, B,. If B, is 
not a point, let Ci denote the outer loop of S about B,; if B; is a point, set 
C,=B,. Also, let E,=E,, (where [i,/iic{1,2.3) and ifk) denote the 
simple Poincark geodesic on S which joins B, to B, and is orthogonal to C, 
(r = i, /i) if C, is not a point. (The existence and uniqueness of E, is easily 
established.) If C, is not a point, we denote by C, n E,, the intersection 
point of C, and E,,, for (s) E ( 1. 2, 3 I\{.i). We call the curves E,, the con- 
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netting geodesic on S and the two points C, n E, and C, n E,, (where 
{Y, s} = ( 1, 2, 3 >\{j} the distinguished points on C,. Also C,n Ejj will be 
called the first distinguished point on C, ifj = 2 or 3 and i = j - 1 or if j = 1 
and i=3. 
LEMMA 6.2. (a) Tbvo connecting geodesics on S do not intersect in S. 
(b) The two distinguished points on an outer loop C on S bisect this 
loop. 
Proof (a) If they would, there would be a non-Euclidean triangle with 
angles adding up to more than rc. 
(b) Since the anticonformal involution J is an isometry of S it fixes 
the two distinguished points on C. Hence J maps the two arcs of C with 
distinguished points as endpoints onto each other. Since J is an isometry of 
C, the arcs have the same lengths. 
Let a,, a,, a3 be three non-negative numbers. It is not difficult to verify, 
by a direct calculation, that there are in the non-Euclidean plane (which we 
represent as the upper half-plane 4! with its Poincare metric) three lines L,, 
L,, L, which follow each other in this order (in the counterclockwise direc- 
tion) such that the distances between L, and L,, L, and L,, and L, and L2 
are a,, al, ax, respectively. By a slight abuse of language we call the 
domain in Yl(a,, a2 a3) c ‘72 whose boundary in 49 is L, u L, u L, the large 
(non-Euclidean) he.uagon determined by (a,, a2, a3). Clearly 91 is deter- 
mined by (a,, a,, a3) but for an (orientation preserving) non-Euclidean 
motion. Also, 91 is convex, is a true hexagon if q = 0, and has 6-q vertices if 
q > 0. 
LEMMA 6.3. Let S und C,, Cz, C, he as above, and let 2a,, 2a,, 2a, 
denote the lengths qf the curves C,, C?, C, (with a, = 0 ulhen C, is a point). 
Then S is divided by the connecting geodesics into two domains conformally 
equivalent to a large hexagon ?I determined by (a,. uz, a,) and to its mirror 
image. 
This follows from Lemma 6.2. 
Let L,, L,, and L, be as above and let A.i, ,j= 1, 2, 3, be the line 
orthogonal to Li and L,, where {i, k} = [ 1,2, 3 I\{j} if a, > 0, the com- 
mon endpoints of L, and L, if aj = 0. Let Hj (j= 1, 2, 3) be the line joining 
Lj and A, which is orthogonal to L, and, if aj>O, also to A,. We call 
H,, Hz, H, the axes of2I. 
LEMMA 6.4. The axes of ‘91 intersect at one point Z E VI. 
This is a known theorem in elementary non-Euclidean geometry 
(cf. [Bu]). We call Z the centroid of ‘91. 
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The centroid Z divides each axis Hi into two rays; let H,’ be the ray 
which does not intersect L,. We denote by a, the reflection about the line 
L, and we set 
F, =o,(H?u H;), Fz = cd H1, u H; 1, F,=cr,(H;uH;), (6.1) 
“J, =fJj“cr?, j)Z=cJjnox. y3=cJ~~‘a,. (6.2) 
The 7, are, of course, non-Euclidean motions (i.e., elements of PSL(2, [w)) 
and 
y3ny2Vy, =id. (6.3) 
We also denote by A = A(2a,, 2a,, 2112,) the subdomain of 4? whose boun- 
dary in & is F, u F7 u Fx. This is a convex polygon with three vertices in ~2 
and 6-q vertices on iwu (~3;. 
LEMMA 6.5. For any ordered triple of non-negative numbers (a,, a,, a,), 
und bzsith the notations introduced above, the group r generated by y,, yz, 11~ 
is a torsion-free Fuchsian group kilith B/f conformally equivalent to a triply 
connected plane domain with ordered ends, a, being half the PoincarP length 
cf‘ the outer loop belonging to the jth end if this end is not a puncture, und 
being 0 if it is. The polygon A is a ,fundamental domain .for r in &. 
The proof follows at once from de Rham’s lemma (Proposition 5.1). 
ADDITION 1 TO LEMMA 6.5. Every Riemann swfuce of topological type 
(0, 3) can he so represented. 
This follows from Lemma 6.3. A second addition to this lemma will be 
found in Section 9. 
Let us now normalize the construction of PI by the following 
requirement: 
the endpoints of L, are 0 and r, 0 < r < 1 
the endpoints of L, are 1 and s, 1 <s < a 
the endpoints of L, are co and t, t d 0. 
(6.4) 
Then the generators y,, y?, yX can be written down explicitly as real 
analytic functions of the lengths 2a,, 2a2, 2~~ of the outer loops of S. On 
the other hand, these lengths are, by definition, continuous functions on 
F0,3. Combining this remark with Lemma 6.5 and the results of Section 3 
we obtain 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let X be a surface of type (0, 3), let /I,, fiz, j3, be the 
end.y of X, und let @ be the map which assigns to [f ] E 9(X) the triple 
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(2a,, 2a,, 2a,) defined as follows: iff(jlj) 1s a p uncture on f (X), a, = 0; if if is 
not, then 2a, is the length of the outer loop on f (A’) defined h~j f  (/?,). 
Then @ is a homeomorphism of 9(X) = P& onto (R + u {O) )‘. 
7. REDUCED FENCHEL-NIELSEN MAPS 
Let X be as in Section 1. A maximal partition of X (also called a pant 
decomposition) is a set of d= 3p - 3 + II disjoint, homotopically non-trivial 
Jordan curves (partition cuyres) on X none of which is freely homotopic to 
another and none of which defines an end of X. A component of the com- 
plement of the union of all partition curves is called a region of the par- 
tition; in our case there are u = 2p - 2 + n regions, each a triply connected 
plane domain. Each end of a region G is a bank of a partition curve or of an 
end of X; the reader will have no difficulty in defining the term “bank” 
precisely should she or he so desire. If (p, n) # (0, 3) at least one bank of a 
region is the bank of a partition curve. 
A maximal partition is ordered by ordering the ends B,,..., B, of X, the 
partition curves C ,,..., C,, the regions [T ,,..., gU, and the three banks hil, 
/I,~, b,, of each region 0;. Nothing would be gained or lost had we required 
that the ordering of the region be derived (lexicographically) from that’of 
the ends and partition curves, or had we given only a cyclic ordering of the 
banks of a region. 
We do require, only for the sake of convenience, that the ordering of the 
partition be consistent in the following sense. Let the banks of thejth par- 
tition curve C, (j= l,..., d) be /I,,,, and h ,,,,,, with either k, < I, or ki= I, and 
,u, < v,. (Recall that /I,>, is the qth bank of the pth region (T,,.) Then 
k, = 1, 1, =2, (7.1) 
k7E (1, 2 ,..., rl, l,=r+l (r=2,...,a-1). (7.2) 
Condition (7.1) is vacuous if a = 0. Condition (7.2) is vacuous if a = 2. 
We assume from now on that X is equipped with a consistently ordered 
maximal partition. (If p = 0, n = 3, there are no partition curves. An 
ordered partition is simply an ordering of the three ends of X.) 
A homeomorphismJ‘of X onto a Riemann surface will be called standar- 
dized, with respect to the given partition, if f  maps every partition curve 
onto a geodesic. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Every [,f ] E 9(X) contains a standardized homeo- 
morphism. 
Proof: For every partition curve C,, f(C,) is freely homotopic to a uni- 
que geodesic Jordan curve r,, j= l,..., d, and Tin r, = @ for i # j. By a 
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known topological theorem (cf. Epstein [El) there is a homeomorphism o 
of S onto itself which maps f(C,) onto r,, j= l,..., d, and is homotopic to 
the identity. The map w of: X -+ S is standardized; it is equivalent to f since 
f-l~(O’J,f):X+X 
is homotopic to the identity. 
Let [f] Ed, with f standardized. This condition does not determine 
f uniquely. But the geodesics f(C,), the ends f(Bi), the regions f(ok), and 
the banks f(b,,)-the notations are self-explanatory-depend only on [f 1, 
so that .f(X) is equipped with a consistently ordered maximal partition with 
geodesic partition curves. 
Let (T be a partition region s of whose banks are banks of partition cur- 
ves (so that s = 1, 2 or 3); we call them the bounding partition curua of 0. It 
is convenient to introduce the domain f(a),,, which is the union of f(a), 
the images f(C) of the s bounding partition curves C of o and of s funnels 
attached to the geodesic Jordan curves f(C). If s = 3, then f(a),,, is the 
Nielsen extension off (a). 
On every partition curve f(C,), j = l,..., d, there are two (not necessarily 
distinct) distinguished points “belonging” to the two hunks of f( C,) and 
defined as follows. 
Let h be a bank of Ci, G, the unique partition region on X containing b, 
and f(dext the domain defined above. The ordering of the banks of cr, 
induces an ordering of the ends off(oi)ex,; f(C,) is an outer loop on this 
domain. The distinguished point onf(C,) belonging to the bankf(b) is the 
first distinguished point on-f(C,), as defined in Section 6 (viewingf(C,) as a 
100~ on f (c,L, ). 
Remark 7.1. It is important to remember that the restriction of the 
Poincare metrics on f(X) and on ,f(a,),,, to f(ai) coincide. This is an 
immediate consequence of the definition in Section 4. 
Let [f‘] E 9(X), withf standardized. For every end B, of X, let 27rp, be 
the length of the outer loop f(X) defining f(Bk), with pk = 0 if f(Bk) is a 
puncture. For every partition curve C,, let 27trj be the length of the loop 
f(C,), and let (!Ii d enote any real number with the following property: if we 
approach a distinguished point P onf(Ci) along a geodesic segment in the 
bank belonging to P, then turn to the right or to the left according to 
whether 8, > 0 or 0, < 0, and proceed the distance rj lo,1 along f (C,), we 
reach the other distinguished point Q on f(C,). The number 8, is, of course, 
determined only modulo 271, with e, = 0 (mod 27~) if Q = P. 
It is clear that the numbers r,e”/, j= l,..., d, and pk, k = l,..., n, depend 
only on [,f], so that we can define a map 
@:9(X)+ (c*)“x (R, u {O},” (7.3) 
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by setting 
@([f]) = (r,e”l,..., rdeied; p1 ,..., p,). (7.4) 
We call @ the reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map. 
LEMMA 7.1. The reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map is a continuous surjection. 
Proof: The case a = 1 (i.e., (p, n) = (0, 3)) is taken care of by 
Proposition 6.1. In the general case the continuity of @ follows from the 
results of Section 3 since the numbers r,e’% and pk (j= l,..., d, k = l,..., n) 
are continuous functions of the generators x ctlk, L xCfl(gN) defined 
there (cf. Propositions 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3). 
To prove surjectivity, let 
u = (z, )..., Zd, p 1 ,..., PJd~*W~+” PH” 
be given. Using the numbers ri = 1~~1 and pli we construct the triply connec- 
ted domains S;, i= l,..., a, which would have to be the domains f(0,) if 
there were a homeomorphism f of X onto a Riemann surface S = f( X) with 
@([Ifl)=u. (7.5) 
Using the arguments of the numbers z, ,..., zrl we can construct the surface S 
and a map f: X -+ S satisfying (7.3). 
Remark 7.2. The construction of S consists of identifying d pairs of 
ideal boundary curves of the S;; the curves to be identified may belong to 
the same or to different S;. The identification is by an isometry in the 
relevant Poincare metrics (cf. Remark 7.1) and is uniquely determined by 
the argument of the relevant zi. 
The map h or even its equivalence class [f 1, is not uniquely determined 
by @([f 1) (cf. Section 8 below). 
8. DEHN TWISTS 
We call a Jordan curve on X essential if it is not homotopic to a point of 
X and does not define an end of X. 
Recall (cf. [Bi]) that a homeomorphism of X onto itself is called a Dehn 
twist about an essential Jordan curve C on X if it is homotopic to a 
homeomorphism which fixes all points in the complement of a 
neighborhood of C. The homotopy classes of Dehn twists about C form an 
infinite cyclic group A,. 
(Let m be an orientation preserving map of the closed annulus 
A:+dlzldl 
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into X which takes the circle 121 = 1 onto an essential curve C. Let cp be the 
self-map of A described in polar coordinates (2 = r8’) by 
r H r, 8~0+(4r-2)~7~ (+,<r< l,o<e<2271) 
where E = 1 or E = -1. Let M be a self-map of X which fixes every point 
outside m(A) and equals m 0 cp 0 111 ’ on m(A). Then M is a Dehn twist 
about C. Such an A4 is called a primitive Dehn twist about C, a left (right) 
twist if e = -1 (if E = 1). The homotopy class of A4 generates A,.) 
If C, and C, are essential Jordan curves and C, n C, = 0, then every 
element of Ac, commutes with every element of Ac-a. In all cases, A,, = Acz 
if and only if C, and C, are freely homotopic. 
It is also known that if C,,..., C, are disjoint essential Jordan curves, 
none freely homotopic to another, then the group A.,.>. ck generated by 
A (., >..., A,, is a free abelian group of rank k. We use this fact to establish 
LEMMA 8.1. Let C, ,..., C, be as above. Assume that a topological self- 
map o of X is homotopic to a product of Dehn twists about C,,..., C,, but 
not homotopic to the identity2. Then the element co* of S,&‘(X) induced by co 
(cf. Section 1) fixes no point of F(X). 
Prooj: Assume there is an [f]EF(X) with o,([f])=J Thenfow-’ 
is equivalent to J; so that there is a conformal self-map cp of f(X) and a 
topological self-map $ of X, homotopic to the identity, such that 
cp”fm:Iw LfO$ 
or 
(p=fo$owof-‘. 
Since f(X) is a Riemann surface of topological type (p, n), with 
a = 2p - 2 + n > 0, there is an integer N such that (Pi = id. This means that 
(f o* ,,oof -‘)“‘=id or (li/oO)N=id. Since the homotopy class of $0~ 
belongs to A.,...,, a free Abelian group, we conclude that $ ow is 
homotopic to the identity. So therefore is o, which contradicts the 
hypothesis. 
LEMMA 8.2. Two elements [f,] and [fi] of 9(X) have the same image 
under the reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map @ tf and only if [fi] = a*( [fi]) 
where o is a product of Dehn twists about the partition curves C, ,..., C, on X 
which define the map @. 
Proof The if part is obvious since preceding the map f, by a Dehn 
twist about a partition curve does not change the geodesics freely 
homotopic to the f,(C,), j= l,..., d, nor the distinguished points on these 
geodesics, nor the outer loops on f(X). 
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Assume next that @( [fi]) = @( [fi]) and also, which involves no loss of 
generality, that both f, and fi are standardized. Since ‘P( [f,]) determines 
the Riemann surface f,(X) together with the geodesic ,f,(C,),..., fi(C,) on 
f,(X) and an analogous statement holds forf,, there is a conformal map cp 
off,(X) ontofJX) which takesf,( Ci) ontof2(C,), for all d partition curves 
C,, and also “takes,” in an obvious way, an end f,(Bj) of fi(X) onto the 
end fi( Bi) of f*(X), for all i. The homeomorphism 
of X onto itself fixes each Cj, each Bi, and each partition region (TV. Since 
each ok is a triply connected plane domain, o is homotopic to a 
homeomorphism which keeps all points on X outside a neighborhood of 
. . . u Cd fixed. Thus w  is a product of Dehn twists about Ci ,..., C,. 
$e”have that (~~lof~=f,n~~‘so that [fi]=[~~‘~fi]=[f,~w~‘]= 
o*( [,f,]) as asserted. 
9. CONSTRUCTION OF A SPECIAL FUNDAMENTAL POLYGON 
Let [f] E P(X), with f standardized, and set 
u = @(Cfl) = (ZI ,..., z,; PI,-, P,). 
We shall describe a construction (which goes back, in principle, to Fricke 
and Klein) of a fundamental polygon ?% and of a sequence of generators for 
a Fuchsian group Y representing f(X). 
We recall the construction of the polygon A and of the generators y, , yz, 
y3 (satisfying relation (6.3)) of the group r in Section 6, and retain the 
notation introduced there. 
Under the circumstances described in Section 6, let a, (for some 
j= 1,2, 3) be positive. We denote by Qi the quadrilateral bounded by the 
line Ai, an arc of iw + u (0) and arcs of the curves Fj and Fk, where 
{i, k} = ( 1, 2, 3}\ (j}, which d oes not contain the point 2 (this point is 
defined in Section 6 after Lemma 6.4). If uj = 0, we set Qj = a. We consider 
A and Q’, Q2, Q’ as closed in @ and denote by A0 the closure in %! of 
A\{Q’uQ’uQ,~. Then 
A=A0uQ’uQzuQ3 
and the interior of any two terms on the right do not intersect. The 
polygon A0 has 9 - 2q vertices in @ and q vertices on Iw u ( CCI }, q being the 
number of zeros among a,, u2, u3. 
If ui > 0, the edge of A0 lying on Aj will be called the jth principal edge of 
AO(andalsoofAOuQ’andofAOuQ’uQkwhere {i,k}={l,2,3}\(j}). 
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The point at which the jth principal edge intersects the line L, (where 
i = j - 1 for j = 2, 3 and i = 3 for j = 1) will be called the distinguished poinr 
on that principal edge. 
ADDITION 2 TO LEMMA 6.5. The canonical map J?l -+ %!/r takes A0 onto 
the Nielsen core K(&/IJ of the triply connected domain “)/jr. If a, > 0 it 
takes the disiinguished point on the jth principal edge qf A0 onto the,fi:rst dis- 
tinguished point OH the outer loop d@Cng the ,jth end qf 41/T. 
Both statements follow by construction (cf. Sections and 6). 
We now begin the definition of 2 and 9. For i = l,..., a we consider the 
banks h,, , h,z, and h,, of the partition region 0, and set u,,, = ~12~1 if /I;,, is a 
bank of the partition curve C, and a,,, = np, if hi, is a bank of the kth end 
f(B,). Let Aj, Q;, t = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 7 ,,,, v = 1, 2, 3. and r, denote the 
polygons A’, Q’, the Mobius transformations y,, and the group r formed 
for 
(a,. az. a31 = (a,, , ar2, a,,). (9.1) 
We denote by D, the union of Aj! and quadrilaterals QJ with h,,, the bank 
of an end of X. It is easy to see that the canonical map % + J&/r, takes the 
interior of the polygon D, onto a domain conformal to,f’(a,). 
The domain D, (and the real Mobius transformations y;,,, v = 1, 2, 3, 
which generate the groups r,) are determined by condition (9.1) only up to 
a real Mobius transformation (and up to a conjugation by this Mobius 
transformation). We proceed to remove this indeterminacy. 
Recalling the consistency conditions (7.1) (7.2), we agree to denote the 
vth principal edge of D, (which exists if and only if hi,. is the bank of a par- 
tition curve) by E(i, v), and the distinguished point on this edge by P(i, v). 
It should be remembered that P( i, v) is never an endpoint of E( i, v). 
The construction of 2 will involve certain choices, but we always 
position D, so as to satisfy the normalization condition (6.4). 
If a > 1 we choose, successively, numbers H, ,..., 0, , with 
z, = I:,1 e’“‘, 18/l d 2rr, (9.2) 
and positions for the domains D,,..., D, so that the following conditions 
hold for r = 2,..., a. The edge E(r + 1, v,) and the edge E(k,, u,) have a line 
A, in common and the regions D,, , and D,, lie on different sides of A, 
(this is plainly possible). The point P(r + 1, v,) belongs to the edge E(k,, pL,) 
and the distance between P(r + 1, v,) and P(k,, p,) is 1~~0~1. If 0, #O, and if 
one approaches P(k,, p,) from D,,, one has to turn to the left or to the 
right onto A, in order to reach P( r + 1, vr), according to whether 8 < 0 or 
0 > 0. 
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It is not difficult to verify that no two of the polygons D, ,..., D, so 
positioned have an interior point in common. 
If a - 1 cd, i.e., if p > 0, one can choose p more numbers 8, satisfying 
(9.2) and p real Mobius transformations g,, go+, ,..., g, so that the follow- 
ing holds, for r = a,..., d. The segments ~(k,, ,u~) and g,(a(/,, v,)) lie on a line 
A, and the regions g,(d,,) and Ak7 lie on opposite sides of A,. The point 
g,(P(I,, v,)) belongs to the segment ~(k,, p,) and the distance between 
g,(P(I,., v,)) and P(k,, pL,) is 1~~0~1. If 8,#0, and if one approaches 
P(k,. kl,) in D,,, one has to turn to the left or to the right onto A, in order 
to reach g,(P(I,, v,)), according to whether 0, ~0 or CI,>O. 
Now we proceed to nzodzjj the polygons D?,..., D,,. If for some 
r=l I.‘., a- 1 the endpoints of E(r + 1. v,) and of ~(k,, pL,) do not coincide, 
we first modify the two edges, call them e and e’, of SJ~+, which meet 
E(r + 1, v,) and are identified by the real Mobius transformation yr+ ,,V,. 
More precisely let the endpoints of e be en c(r + 1, v,) and a point Q. We 
replace e by a line segment leading from Q to the endpoint of c(k,, v,) 
closest to e n tz(r + 1, v,). The edge e’ is replaced analogously. Then we 
replace c(r + 1, v,) by c(k,, II,). 
If p>O and if for some r =a,..., d the endpoints of g,(e(I,, v,)) and of 
~(k,, II,) do not coincide, we first modify the edges, call them e and e’, of 
D,, which meet &(I,, v,) and are identified by the real Mobius transfor- 
mation Y;.,~,. More precisely, let the endpoints of e be en &(I,, 11~) and a 
point Q. We replace e by a line segment leading from Q to the endpoint of 
g, ‘(a(/~,, p,.)) closest to e n&(I,, v,). The edge e’ is replaced analogously. 
Then we replace &(I,, rr) by g ‘(a(/~,, ~1,)). 
We carry out all such modifications and denote the polygon resulting 
from modifying Di by D,?. (It may happen that 0: = Di; this is always so 
for i= 1.) 
Each Mobius transformation g,,. still identifies two sides of D,# and the 
image of D,? under J& + +?/rj coincides with that of D;. 
Next we set 
9 = 0:’ u ‘. t.~ 0,:’ (9.3) 
and denote by 3 the group generated by 
‘ill? YI23 YI3-? Y,,.?* g,Y-. Y<I. (9.4) 
No two terms on the right in (9.3) have a common interior point, and 9 
is a polygon: indeed one can verify that 9 is a Jordan po/jJgon. The boun- 
dary of C# in % consists of 6a non-principal edges of D;‘,..., Df and of the 
2p principal edges c(r+ 1, v,) and ~(k,, /A~), r= l,..., d. The former are 
pairwise identified by 3a real Mobius transformation yi,,, i= l,..., a, 
v = 1, 2, 3, and the latter are pairwise identified by the p real Mobius trans- 
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formations g,,..., gd (if p > 0). These identifications satisfy the hypotheses of 
de Rham’s lemma (Proposition 5.1). We conclude that 9 is a (torsion-free) 
Fuchsian group and B is a fundamental polygon for 3 in %!. Also, by con- 
struction, j(X) may be identified with 02//g. Furthermore, assuming 
(without loss of generality) that ,fis standardized, we may identify the par- 
tition curves ,f(C,) with the images under ~2/ + ~../3 of ~(k,, p,), r = l,.... rl, 
and the closures of the partition regions f(ai) with the images under 
/I( --f %/(% of the closures in @ of the polygons D,, r = l,..., a. 
Remark. The generators (9.4) of 9 satisfy a certain finite set of 
relations. Therefore, one can replace (9.4) by a suitably chosen subset. 
We call LB, equipped with the described identification of sides, a special 
firndamerztal polygon associated with 11. 
10. DEFORMATION OF THE SPECIAL FUNDAMENTAL POLYGON 
In Section 9 we associated to a point u E @([f‘]). [f] E p(X), a fun- 
damental polygon 9 for a Fuchsian group 3, with ??/Y conformal tof(X), 
and a set (9.4) of real Mobius transformations which identify pairs of edges 
of i35’n %V and generate 3. Reviewing the construction we see that it used 
only the ordered maximal partition of X and the components 2, ,..., zd, 
p, ,..., P,~ of u. On the other hand, the construction involved certain choices, 
namely those of the numbers 8, ,..., 0, satisfying (9.1) and of the positions of 
the polygons D,,..., D,. Each choice involved only a finite number of 
possibilities. We conclude from this that we can repeat the construction for 
every vector 
(f, )...) :,i; b I,..., G,l)=i;E(c*,“x (IR, u {O})” 
sufficiently close to u. This time we eliminate all choices by requiring that 
the numbers 0, ,..., 8,, and the polygons d, ,..., a,-the notation is self- 
explanatory-be close to the number 8, ,..., 0, and to the polygons 
D z,..., D,, respectively. We will obtain a fundamental polygon @ and a 
sequence of generators 
li I I 1”‘) i,, (10.1) 
for a torsion-free Fuchsian group $ which are close to Q and to 
( g,,), respectively, in fact, arbitrarily close if I? is suffkiently close to u. 
(Eb’;k’: however, that & may have more edges on (w u [cc ) than 9 has. 
This will happen if pk = 0 and fik > 0 for some k = I,..., n.) We observe that 
the real Miihius transformations j,, ,.... ,@, and the polygon 6 depend con- 
tinuously on ti in a neighborhood of u. 
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We already noted in Section 9 that we may assume f to be standardized 
and we may identify f(X) with u&/q, f(C;) with the image of ~(k,, pL,) under 
the map 02 + “a/%‘, and ,f(a,) with the image of D,,. We can find a 
homeomorphic bijection 
h:aL33n~~~+a~ 4% -n 
which maps each edge of 89 u %!L onto the “corresponding” edge of 86 u 45’ 
and conjugates the identification of two edges of 82 u % by a ^yiy (or by a 
g,) into the identification of the corresponding two edges of 89 u 02 by y^,,, 
(or by 2,). There is a bijective homeomorphism A: % + 4? which restricts 
to h on agu% and satisfies Ij,,op=fi~y~,, and d,r,fi=pog, (i=l,...,a; 
v-1,2,3; r=l,..., n) so that $= I%?&‘. Also there is a bijective 
homeomorphism H: 4Y/Y -+ o&/g sucht that the diagram 
commutes. Set f= Hof: Then f is a (standardized) homeomorphism of X 
onto the Riemann surface %/3 and, by construction, 
@([f])=i;. 
The point [f] reduces to [f ] for ti = u and depends continuously on 
(Y , , ,...1 g,), by the result of Section 3, and therefore also on ti. Thus we 
have established the following 
LEMMA 10.1. The reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map is a local homeo- 
morphism. 
The isomorphism of 9 onto d induced by R (i.e., the conjugation by I?) 
which takes yI, ,..., g, into f,, ,..., S, will be denoted by 2; it depends con- 
tinuously on u and reduces to the identity for ti = CL 
Remark 10.1. The continuous dependence of @ on d is to be 
understood as follows: the vertices of the Jordan polygon 6 (whose edges 
are either non-Euclidean segments or rays in u%I or arcs of Iw u {co }) are 
continuous functions of u. Two vertices on [w u (cc } may coalesce into one 
vertex; a vertex on [w u { 00 } may split into a pair of vertices on iw u { a2 }. 
Vertices in %! may neither coalesce nor split, but the interior angle at a ver- 
tex in 4? may be or become n. 
Remark 10.2. The construction of B and of the isomorphism 1 has the 
following feature. If g E ?? and Z% n g(g) is empty, or a vertex of 9, or an 
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edge of 9, then, for g= -c(g), we have that $ ng(9) is empty, or the 
corresponding vertex of 6, or the corresponding edge of 6. (“Corre- 
sponding” refers to the map h above. Recall that no point on iw u .( :y_i ) is 
considered as belonging to 6.) 
Both remarks are true by construction. 
11. LOCALLY UNIFORM DISCRETENESS 
A closed curve on a topological surface is called primitive if it is not 
freely homotopic to another closed curve traversed more than once. (We 
recall that closed curves on surfaces are considered as being without orien- 
tation.) A curve freely homotopic to a primitive curve is primitive. On a 
Riemann surface a closed curve is primitive if and only if it is freely 
homotopic to a primitive geodesic. 
The purpose of this section is to prove the following. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Let [f] E 9(X) and let L > 0 be given. There is u 
neighborhood .,+‘ oj’ [f‘] and a finite set C of primitive closed curves on X 
such that for every primitive closed curve C on A’, either C is ,freely) 
homotopic to un element of C, or 
for euery [,f] in I 4 -. 
COROLLARY. For u given L > 0 and u given Riemann surface S of 
topological type (p, n) (with 2p - 2 + n > 0), there are only finite& many’ 
closed geodesics of length not exceeding L. 
The corollary is known. The proposition says that the discreteness 
asserted by the corollary holds locally uniformly. 
LEMMA 11 .I Let S he as in the above corollary. Let C be an outer loop 
on S and F the funnel adjacent to C (cf Section 4). No closed geodesic on S 
penetrates F. 
Proof No closed curve in F can be a geodesic since every such curve is 
freely homotopic to C traversed some number of times, and C is not in F. 
On the other hand a closed geodesic cannot intersect C, for if it did it 
would contain an arc in F with endpoints on C; such an arc cannot be 
geodesic. 
LEMMA 11.2. Let S be as before. Let 
O<&<l and L= -2log&. (11.1) 
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No closed geodesic on S of length not exceeding L can penetrate an E-collar 
uhout a puncture (cf Section 4). 
Proqf: No closed geodesic can lie in any collar about the puncture, for 
otherwise it could be deformed in S into one of arbitrarily small length. We 
conclude that a closed geodesic penetrating the E-collar must contain two 
arcs joining the horocyclic boundary of the l-collar to that of the E-collar. 
By (4.5) the distance between those two horocycles is log( l/c) = L/2. 
LEMMA 11.3. Let L > 0 he given. There are numbers 
&,>O und E, O<&<;, (11.2) 
such that, ,for every I,, 0 6 3. < &,, we have 
;1 i 
2 
csch-3 1 -E 
2 
and 
J-+(1-E) 
Jm+E >eLi2. 
(11.3) 
(11.4) 
Proqf. The left side of ( 11.3) approaches 1 as I approaches 0. The left 
side of ( 11.4) exceeds (2 + 2~) ~ ’ so that ( 11.4) holds for 2& < e ~ L,‘2 and 
4E < e 1.12. 
LEMMA 11.4. Let S he as in the corollary to Proposition 11.1, let L > 0 
he given, and let A, and E be chosen as in Lemma 11.3. No primitive closed 
geodesic on S qf length not exceeding L, and not an outer loop, can penetrute 
an E-collur about an outer loop on S of length A d A,,, or about a puncture. 
ProqjY A primitive closed curve lying in a collar about an outer loop C 
is freely homotopic to C. If the length 1 of C does not exceed A,,, (11.3) and 
Proposition 4.1 imply the existence of an (1 -&)-collar about C. If a closed 
geodesic, distinct from C, penetrates the E-collar about C, this geodesic 
must contain two arcs joining the boundaries of the E-collar and the 
( 1 ~ E)-collar. Comparing formula (4.4), for F, = 1 - c, E> = F, with 
inequality (I 1.4) we conclude that both arcs have length exceeding L/2. 
This proves the assertion of the lemma concerning loops. The one con- 
cerning punctures is proved similarly, cf. the proof of Lemma 11.1. 
LEMMA 11.5. Let G be a Fuchsian group and D u.finitelJa many sided,fun- 
damental polijgon.for G in @. (We assume that D is closed in 0% but that the 
boundary pdints of D on [w u {cc, ). do not belong to D.) Let KC JZI be corn- 
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pact. Then there is u finite set H c G such that Kc H(D). (Here H(D) 
denotes the union qf ull sets h(D) \lYth h E H.) 
We prove this known lemma, for the sake of completeness. Let A be the 
finite set of all UE G with D na(D) # 0. Then D c Int .4(D). Since 
G(D) = & we have that G(A(D)) = d# and the compactness of K implies the 
existence of a finite Bc G with 
Kc B(Int(A(D)))c B(A(D)). 
Now let H be the finite set of all h 0 a with a E A, b E B. 
Proof of Proposition 11.1. We are given the point [f] in s(X) and a 
number L > 0. We determine a neighborhood I $,‘ of [f] such that @I ,4‘ 
has an inverse, call it QI ,I,, and we choose numbers & and F satisfying the 
requirements of Lemma 11.3 and two additional conditions which refer to 
the vector 
fi = @( [.f], = (Z, )..., z,,; /?, ,..., fi,,), [f‘] EC+ 
and to the special value 
u = @( I f’l 1 = (=, ,..., --,/; p, ,..., p,! ). 
The additional conditions are: 
If, for some li E ( l,..., n), pk = 0, then bk < &/27t, 
if, for some k E ( l,..., n), px # 0, then jik > &/27c. 
(I 1.5) 
This can be achieved by diminishing first A0 and then -t‘. 
For every [,f] E I 1., let S,( [f]) denote the complement in f(X) of all 
funnels and of all (open) c-collars about punctures and about outer loops 
of length /1. < ;I,. We construct, as in Sections 9 and 10, the fundamental 
polygons 9 and @ and the groups ‘9 and @ associated with u = @( [f’]) 
and d = @( [,j’]), respectively, and the isomorphism .C of CC? onto 3. Let ri^l,, 
denote the component of the inverse image of S,,( [f]) under the canonical 
map I# + ti/(/C?? which lies in 4. 
Cluirn 1. We may assume, diminishing . I - if need be, that there is a 
(non-Euclidean) disk A,, in Jlc, with radius R and center i, containing 
all 6”. 
ProofI 4, is obtained from 6 by removing pieces bounded by axes of 
certain hyperbolic elements of g’, or by equidistants of such axes, or by 
horocycles of certain parabolic elements of 4. It is easy to verify that the 
closure of ~6” is compact and depends continuously on o. This implies the 
assertion. 
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Let A, denote the non-Euclidean disk with center at i and radius R + L. 
Claim 2. We may assume, diminishing .,N‘ if need be, that there is a 
finite set f c $9 with 
A, c u i(A)@). (11.6) 
AC/- 
Proof. Let A2 be the (closed) non-Euclidean disk with center at i and 
radius R+ L + 1. By Lemma 11.5 there is a finite f c9 with A,cf(g). 
Hence, in particular, ar(9) n % lies outside Al. Since ar(9) consists of 
edges of the polygons y(g), y E I-, we conclude from Remarks 10.1 and 10.2 
that (11.6) will hold for fi sufftciently close to v. 
Claim 3. Every closed primitive geodesic curve d in ,f( X) which is not 
an outer loop and has length not exceeding L has a lifting c under 
9 + q/j?? which is a Jordan arc beginning in @, c 4. 
This follows by comparing the definition of G& with Lemmas 11.1 and 
11.3. 
Claim 4. Let e be as in Claim 3. Then C? is a geodesic arc beginning at 
a point [ in 6” and ending at a point 2(g)([) where g E f. 
The first assertion about r? is obvious. The second follows from Claim 2 
by noting that the length of the lifting ? is less than the distance from a,, to 
the boundary of A,. 
We can now complete the proof. Claim 4 associates to each closed 
primitive geodesic onf(X), not an outer loop, and of length not exceeding 
L, a g E r c Y. For a fixed d this association is injective. Indeed, two curves 
in 02 leading from 2 points, [, and c2, in a fundamental domain, to S([,) 
and to g(i2), with SE 3, project under G? + @/g onto freely homotopic 
curves on ,f( X). 
The assertion of Proposition 11.1 follows if we take for ,Z the union of 
the set of n Jordan curves defining the n ends of X and of the set of curves 
f ~ ‘(A.,,), y E r, where A, is the image under @ + %/59 of the non-Euclidean 
segment joining some fixed point co~G@, to ~(9~). 
Remark. If X is closed or, more generally, if f(X) has no punctures, 
Proposition 11.1 remains true for nonprimitive geodesics. 
12. A METRIC FOR FRICKE SPACE 
We are now in position to prove 
THEOREM I. The Fricke space 9p,n = Y(X) has a metric 6 = 6, which is 
consistent with the topology of 9(X) and which is invariant under the Fricke 
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modular group F-K(X), as quell as under any allowable map of F(X). The 
&distance between tw’o points [,f] and [g] of :I( X) is 
4 In Cgl I= sup 
1 1 
1 fl[,,(C) 1 +&7,(c) 
(12.1) 
where C runs over all primitive closed curves on X. 
Proqf: Since Ir, ,(C) and I rp,(C) depend only on the free homotopy 
class of C rather than on C itself, the supremum in (12.1) is unchanged if 
we let C run over a maximal sequence C,, C,,... of primitive closed curves 
on X, no two of which are freely homotopic. 
Obviously, the supremum in (12.1) is finite and, by the corollary to 
Proposition 11 .l, it is a maximum. Thus we may write 
1 1 
6( C.f’J Is1 1 = max ’ 1 +I,,,(c,)- 1 +I,,&.,(C,) 
(12.2) 
where C,, C, ,... is as before. 
It is trivial that 6 is symmetric and satifies the triangle inequality, and 
that 6( C.f I, Cgl) = 0 if C.f‘l = [gl. If 6( C.fl, [gl) = 0, then 
i,,,(C) = i,,,(C) (12.3) 
for every primitive C. But if a closed curve C on X is not primitive, it is 
freely homotopic to a primitive curve C,, traversed n > 0 times, so that 
Thus (12.3) holds for every closed curve C on X. Hence [,f‘] = [g], by 
Proposition 3.3 (or, indeed, by Lemma 2.1 ). Thus 6 is indeed a metric. 
This metric is consistent with the topology in 9(X) defined in Section 1. 
Indeed. if 
lim St [./;I, [./‘I 1 = 0, ( 12.5 ) 
then 
lim Il,,il(C) - II, ,(C)l = 0 (12.6) 
for every primitive C, and, by an argument analogous to the one used 
above (cf. (12.4)) also for every nonprimitive C. This means that 
lim U;l = Cf’l ( 12.7) 
in the topology of Section I. 
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Assume now that (12.7) holds. This means that (12.6) is valid for every 
closed curve C on I’. Using Proposition 11.1 we choose an L > 0 and then 
a neighborhood _ t (in the topology of Section 1) of [f] and finitely many 
curves f-, ,..., I-, on X such that, for C primitive and not freely homotopic 
to one of the fi, I,,?,(C) 3 L for [g] E / 4‘ and in particular for [g] = [f]. 
For j large enough, [f,] belongs to ~ 6‘ and we have, for such C, 
1 1 2 
1 +/r,,,(C) 1 + I[,,(C) 
<---- 
l+L’ 
(12.8) 
For j large enough, and for C freely homotopic to one of the f,, inequality 
(12.8) holds in view of (12.6). Since L is arbitrary, (12.5) is valid. 
Let w be a topological self-map of X. Then 
1 <,,*[,,(C) = I[, (,I q(C) = l[,,(‘U ‘(a) 
and similarly for g. Also, LI) ‘(C) is primitive if and only if C is. This 
implies that 6(0,( [./‘I ), w.J [g] )) and 6( [f], [g]) are the suprema (or, 
rather, maxima) of the same set of numbers. Thus elements of .9.H(X) are 
isometries. The corresponding statement for allowable maps is proved in 
the same way. 
13. PROPER DISCONTINUITY OF THE FRICKE MODULAR GROUP 
THEOREM II. The Fricke modular group 9. K,,,, = 9. d( A’) acts properl? 
(~i.~c.ontinuou.sl?. on the Fricke space CT,,,1 = .S( X). 
The result was stated by Fricke; his proof is hard to follow. 
LEMMA 13.1. Ever~l isotropy subgroup qf‘ 5. W( A’) is ,jj:rlite. 
Proof: Let [,f’] E.B(X). The isotropy group of [,f] in 9,$I(X) is the 
subgroup of .pi;. /‘I(X) which fixes [.f]. Let o be a topological self-map of X 
which induces an element OJ.+ of the subgroup. Then 
(O*( C.f’l 1 = c.f“- (0 ’ 1 = C.f’l 
or 
,f“ w ’ = (p ,,,f‘,; * (13.1) 
where cp: ,fX) -,f‘(X) is conformal and $: X+ X is homotopic to the iden- 
tity. Since $8~’ (I) is homotopic to Q so that ($0 w).+ = w,, relation (13.1 ) 
yields 
* ?,=ff’ cp II f’ ‘. 
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We conclude that the order of the isotropy subgroup considered is at most 
the order of the group of conformal self-maps of f(X). Since f(X) is of 
topological type (p, n), the latter is finite and has a bound depending only 
on (p, n). (This is classical iff‘(X) has n punctures, in particular if n = 0. If 
f‘(X) has less than II punctures, apply the classical result to the Schottky 
double of f‘( A’). ) 
LEMMA 13.2. Ever?] orbit of 9,/l( A’) is discrete. 
Proqf: Let [f] 6.9(X). We must find a neighborhood of [f] which 
contains only finitely many points equivalent to [f ] under .9,&‘(X). 
Let C, ,..., C,V be a set of closed curves on X satisfying the conclusion of 
Proposition 3.3. By the corollary of Proposition 11.1 there is a number 
E > 0 such that, for every ,j = l,..., N and every closed curve C on X, either 
or 
Let .+‘c.F(X) be a neighborhood of [f] defined by the inequalities 
Il,i,(C,) - I,,,(C,)I < &, j=l N. ,...1 (13.2) 
We claim that it contains no points equivalent to [f ] under F-. H( X) 
except [,f] itself. 
Indeed, let o* E 9.&!(X) and assume that [f] = Q.+.( [,f]) = [,f’caw- ‘1 
lies in .4 ‘. Since 
r,f,(c,) = II, ,,, I,K,) = l[,,(W ‘(C,)) 
and (13.2) holds, we conclude that 
~~/+,)=~[,,(c,)~ ,j= I,..., N. 
By Proposition 3.3, [,?I = [f’]. as asserted. 
LEMMA 13.3. Let r be u group of isometries qf a metric spuce M. If r 
has only, finite isotropy> groups and only discrete orbits, then r acts properI?! 
discontinously on M. 
This is certainly known; we include a proof for the sake of completeness. 
Let 6 be the distance function in M. The hypotheses mean that for every 
.Y in M there is an E > 0 such that 
b(.u, y(x)) < & (13.3) 
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for only finitely many ‘J E I-. The conclusion means that for every compact 
KCM, 
Kn y(K) Z Izr (13.4) 
for only finitely many y E f. 
Assume that for some K, (13.4) holds for infinitely many y E I-. Then 
there exist infinite sequences of distinct elements ‘J,, of f and of points .Y,~ of 
K with 
I’, = Y,(-x.,) E K, s = 1) 2,... (13.5) 
Selecting if need be a subsequence we may assume that the limits 
.Y = lim Y _ ,13 y = lim .v,, (13.6) 
exist. Now 
&Y,,, o Y., ‘( Yk 13 Y/c 1 
In view of (13.6) this can be made arbitrarily small by making s, m, and k 
sufficiently large. Thus, for a given E > 0 there is a V(E) such that, for s, m, 
k > v(c), 
aY, u Y.,‘(YkL .v!f) < 6. 
Keeping m and s fixed, let k 4 m. We obtain that 
for infinitely many distinct elements y, 0 y, i of I-, a contradiction. 
Theorem II follows from Theorem I in Section 12 and Lemmas 13.1, 
13.2, and 13.3. 
14. FENCHEL-NIELSEN COORDINATES 
PROPOSITION 14.1. The reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map (cf: Section 7) 
@: F(X)-+ (@*yX (R, u (0))” 
is a universal covering. 
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Proof: We know that @ is surjective, continuous, and open (Lemmas 
7.1 and 10.1). We also know that the subgroup .X of 9% X(X) generated by 
Dehn twists about the partition curves (of the ordered maximal partition 
defining @) acts freely (by Lemma 8.1) and properly discontinuously on 
Y(X) (by Theorem II). Hence the natural map 
7r: 9(X) + .F( X)/X 
is a Galois covering. By Lemma 8.2 there is a bijection q such that 
@J = q ‘-’ n. Since 7~ is continuous and open, q is a homeomorphism and @J is 
a Galois covering (with covering group 3’ ). The fundamental group 71, of 
@(~(x))=(@*)“X(R+u (0))” 
is isomorphic to Z” and so is the covering group ,X of @. Hence. there is 
an exact sequence of covering groups 
O+d+~,+.yIc +O 
or 
where A is (or is isomorphic to) the subgroup of TC, defining @. It follows 
that A = 0 so that @ is universal. 
Observe that the map 
exp:Cdx(R+ u ~O])“-i(@*)d~(R+u{O))” 
defined by 
(i, ,..., i,; p, ,..., p,,) +b (eZ’,..., e% p, ,.... p,,) 
is a universal covering. Therefore, there exists a homeomorphism Y such 
that 
(D = exp f’ Y. 
We say that Y is r~~zsistc~zt (with the ordered partition of x’ used in 
defining the reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map @) and we record our result as 
THEOREM III. The Frickc spuce c5,.,z is hottleonwrphic to the pro&V oj’ 
2tt open und n hdfopen inferds. More precisrl~,, un ordered ttmuitnul par- 
tition of the reference .sut$~ce X induces a consistent hattteotnorphi.ml ‘P of 
.Y$ ,.,, =9(X) onto @“x (R, u iOj)“. 
We call Y the Fen~hel-Nielsctt map and the numbers [ , 3 .. . . <,/. p, ,..., p,! 
such that 
(i ,....1 i,.;/,1...., p,,)= y ‘(U’IL u-1 E ,F(W. 
the F~~ttc,/lel-Nic~l.sen coordinufes of [,f’]. 
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The first statement of Theorem III appears in Fricke and Klein [FK] as 
a theorem on Fuchsian groups (with a different proof). These groups are 
not assumed to be torsion free. The Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates appear in 
the celebrated unpublished manuscript. 
15. TEICHM~~LLER SPACES IN FRICKE SPACE 
Let I be a subset of the set of ends of X containing v elements, 0 < v <n. 
The Teichmiiller space .F&,, ,, is, by definition, the space of equivalence 
classes [,I’], in the sense of Section 1, of homeomorphisms f of X onto 
Riemann surfacesf(X) subject to the provision that an end of X is taken by 
,f‘ (in an obvious sense of this term) onto a puncture (rather than into a 
hole) {f’und only [f  the end belongs to I. 
(In the general theory of Teichmiiller spaces (cf. [ B4]), ,c-,.,,,,, p as 
defined above is called a “reduced” Teichmiiller space; we do not have to 
use this terminology here.) 
The space .T ,.,,,, 1 ,, is a subspace of PP.,, and therefore inherits the 
topology defined in Section 1 or derivable from the metric 6 defined in Sec- 
tion 12. It also has another topology derived from the Teichmiiller distance 
jmtion 
( [IA I, C.fl > = inf log K(g), g homotopic to ,fz q.f, I. 
Here K(g) is the global dilatation of the mapping g if g is quasiconformal, 
+ ‘CC if g is not. It is known that .q> .,,.,, ,, is a complete metric space under 
the Teichmiiller metric, homeomorphic to a cell of dimen.rion 
6p - 6 + 2v + 3(n - v). (15.1) 
At the same time, .T ,,,,,,, _ , as a subset of $,, is a manifold of dimension 
( 15.1). To see this note that the reduced Fenchel-Nielsen map @ (cf. Sec- 
tion 7) maps &,.,,, ,, onto 
(c*)“x R’l, II, 
a manifold of (real) dimension 
2d + n - v  = 2( 3p - 3 + n) + n - 1’ = 6p - 6 + 3n - V, 
and that this map is a local homeomorphism (by Lemma 10.1). 
The identity map of CT ,.,,,,, ,, (equipped with the Teichmiiller metric) to 
q.,..,, 1’ considered as u suh.~pace of 9$,, is continuous. 
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This follows from Proposition 3.3 and from the known fact that for [J’] 
in ,Tp,.,.,,, ,, the number l[,,(C) is a continuous function on & ,,,. n ,,. By 
Brouwer’s theorem the identit)) map considered is a homeomorphism. 
It is important to note that the subgroup of S.K induced by topological 
self-maps of X which fix the set I may be identified with the Teichmiiller 
modular group acting on .Yp ,,,.,, ~. 
Observe now that for a given ~1, 0 6 \’ d n, the set I can be selected in (z) 
distinct ways and that every point of .Fp.,, belongs to a copy of some 
.~,,v.,, V’ This implies 
THEOREM IV. The Friclie space $,,,, is canonically a disjoint union of 2” 
Teichmiiller spaccjs, a copy of’ .T,.v,,, ,, (v = 0 ,..., n) occuring (:I) times. In s~wz- 
hOIS, 
(15.2) 
In particular, .Yp ,,,,,) is open and dense in CT ,,,,. For each copy of .Yp ,,,,, ,, 
the embedding into ,S$,, is a homeomorphism. 
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